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0. Introduction
Recently the analytic theory of difference equations has received considerable attention. A classification of fixed singular
points has been given for linear systems of difference equations
and a general Fuchsian theory developed. Further, general solutions of systems of nonlinear difference equations have been
constructed and general stability considerations have been made.
Thus the fundamental structure of the local analytic theory of
difference equations is becoming apparent.
However, the dependence of the solutions of a difference
equation containing a parameter has received little attention.
It is the purpose of this note to present a result concerning
the dependence of solutions of a system of nonlinear difference
equations containing a parameter.
This result is of intrinsic interest. Moreover, as shall be
shown, it can be applied to effect a simplification in the study
of linear difference equations containing a parameter.
1- Nonlinear difference equations
Consider the system of nonlinear difference equations
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where x is a complex variable, y an ^-dimensional vector, £ a
complex parameter, and / an ^-dimensional vector.
Each component of the ^-dimensional vector / is assumed
to be analytic in a region R0 x YQ x E0 where

E Q : 0<|£|<p 0 , |arg£|<a 0 .

Let
(1.2)

f(x,y,£)=Mx,s)

+ A(ix,£)y+ Z MX,

be the expansion of / in powers of yl9 y2, • • • , yn where p is a set
of nonnegative integers pl9 pz, •••, pn, A(%, £) an n by n matrix,
/oC^c, 6) and /p(^, £) n-dimensional vectors and

We shall suppose that / 0 (tf, f ) » / p ( ^ > £ ) > -A(#» £) are analytic
in J?0 x ^o and admit for x e J?0 the uniform asymptotic expansions
^, 6) =

fc =

(1.3)

as 6 approaches zero through the sector E0 where we shall suppose that /Ofc, fyk, Ak are analytic in R0.
We may determine a formal solution of the nonlinear difference equation (1. 1) in the form

(1.4)

X^O

fc = 0

by solving the sequence of equations
(1.5)

AOO -*»(*-!),
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where formally
5=1

Thus /Zfc(#) is a polynomial in the components of the vectors
/>.*(#)> /<^> with coefficients analytic in x.
Hence, to be able to determine a formal solution of this
form with the components of the vectors />fcOO analytic, the
region RQ must contain a subregion R~ such that x^R~ implies
Theorem L
Let R~ be a subregion of RQ such that x^R~ implies x —
Then there exists a unique analytic solution y(x,s)
£/(#, y> £) in the region R ~ x Y± x E^, where
Y,: IblKS^So,
£ x : 0<|£|<p 1 ^ l o 0 , |arg £|<a 0 .
Further, y (x, £) admits for x^R~ the uniform asymptotic
expansion

<75 £ approaches zero in the sector E^
In a similar manner, for the system of nonlinear difference
equations

(1.6)

x*-i)=fi/(X:y,<0

we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2«
Lef J?+ be a subregion of RQ such that x^R+ implies x + I<=R+.
Then there exists a unique analytic solution y(x, 6) of y(x — Y) =
, y, £) in the region R+ x Y % x Ez, where
E2: Q<\£\<p2^Po, |arg
Further, y (x, 6) admits for x ^ R+ the uniform asymptotic
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expansion

as 8 approaches zero through E2, where g fc (#) = ^ fc (# + l) and
£ 4(#)£fc = £/(#, Z QjWGJ, £) formally.

fc=i

j=i

Remark.
If we assume that /Ofc(#), /?*(*)> A. 00 admit the asymptotic
expansions

as # approaches infinity through J?0> then /> fc (#) and gfc(^c) admit
asymptotic expansions as ^ approaches infinity through J?~ and
J?+ respectively. This is important for the applications of these
theorems.
20 Linear difference equations
Consider the linear system of difference equations

(2.1)
where <r is an integer, x a complex variable, £ a complex parameter, B(x, 5) an w by n matrix, and y an ^-dimensional vector.
Each element of the n by n matrix B (x, 6) is analytic in
the region j?3 x E3 where

We shall suppose that B(x,S} admits for x<=R3 the uniform
asymptotic expansion

(2.2)
fc=0

as 6 approaches zero through the sector EB. We shall suppose
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that the -BfcOO are analytic for x^R3 and admit the asymptotic
expansions
BkW=ZBkjx-J

(2.3)

J=Q

as x approaches infinity through the region R3.
We assume that -B0(#) has the following form

where £§2(3;) is an s by s nonsingular matrix. Since JB5200 =
2 Bl2kx~*, this is equivalent to assuming r3 sufficiently large
fc = 0
and £220 nonsingular.
Under the assumption that B^x') is nonsingular we may
assume without loss of generality that B°21 (#) = 0. Indeed, the
matrix POO,

is a well defined nonsingular matrix for x^R3. The transformation z = Py will yield the system £°X# + 1) = ,B(#, £) ^(^) where
) has similar properties to B(x, £). It is easily seen that

Hence we shall assume
(2.4)

B.00 = ;
(J

, BLOO nonsingular.
-

Remarko
It is clear that the assumption
,

nonsingular,

(J

is also equivalent to (2.4) for |#| sufficiently large.
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Theorem 3.

Let R£ be a subregion of R3 such that x^R} implies
R%. Then there exists a nonsingular transformation £ = Q(#, £)v
which transforms the difference equation &ry(x + l*) = B(x, £)X#)
into £ f f £(# + l) = C(#, £)£(#)? where C(#, £) is a block triangular
matrix of the form

o

c«(*, «s),

The matrix Q(x,s~) is analytic for xeR,, fie^: 0<|fi|<p 4 ,
arg fi| <a3, arac/ admits for x<=Rj the uniform asymptotic expansion

(75 £ approaches zero through the sector E±. Further, det Q (JK, 6)
= 1, Q fc (^) ar^ analytic for x^.R^ and admit the asymptotic
expansions
J=o

^5 ^ approaches infinity through the region R£. Thus CO, £)
similar properties to J3(#, 6).
In a similar manner we can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4,
Let RS be a subregion of Rs such that #eJ?3~ implies #-leJ? 3 ~.
Then there exists a nonsingular transformation z = Q(x,8')y which
transforms the difference equation £°"X# + 1) = 5(X £)X#) *nt°
£°"^(^ + I) = C(A;, £)z(^), where C(x, £) w (2 Woc^ triangular matrix
of the form

properties similar to B(x, £).
3. Proof of Theorem 3
Substituting y = Q(x,8*)z into the difference equation
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obtain

If the resulting difference equation is £°"£ (# + !)= C(#,
then we must have
(3. 1)

QO + 1, £)C(>, £) = 5(>, £)Q(*, 6) .

Let us seek a solution Q in the form
I

0N

with a partitioning compatible with that of -B0(#) given in equation (2. 4). Partitioning J3(#, £), C(#, £) in a similar manner, equation (3. 1) is equivalent to the following four equations.

i(

X,

If Q 2 i(#> f ) is known, then the first three equations will
define C(x9 6). Hence, equation (3. 1) will be satisfied if Q2i(^ £)
satisfies the following equation
(3. 3)

£22(

We have that 522(j, 6) = ^2(#) + O(£) where S2°2(^) is nonsingular, Bu(x, £) = O(£), jB12(^, £) = O(£), and £21(^, 6) = O(«S).
Hence, equation (3. 3) is equivalent to the system of nonlinear
difference equations
(3. 4)

u(x - 1) = £/(*, «, £) .

Thus, we may apply Theorem 2 to solve the difference equation
(3. 4).
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. The proof of Theorem 4 is similarly reduced to Theorem 1 and is omitted.
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4. Proof of Theorem 1
In Section 1 we constructed a formal solution of the difference equation (1. 1) in the form

where the A(#) are analytic in a region R~ which has the property that x^R~ implies x — \^R~. We may assume without loss
of generality that pk(x + Y) i§ also defined in the region R~.
If we set
TO

p ( x , s,m)~Z A(*)£* ,

then equation (1. 1) may be written
(4. 1)

z(* + 1, £, 01) =#O,

z, £, 00 ,

where
*, j^(^5 £, 01), £) -

Since ||/>(#,£,00|] = O(£), for sufficiently small p', g(x,z,8,in)
is analytic in R~ x Z x E ', where
Z: ||z||<S' = S 0 /2; and ^ : 0<|6|<p / ^p 0
t:, £, 0z) is the sum of the first 0z terms of a formal solution,
hence
, £, 00,6) -X* + 1, £> w) = em+lb(x, s, rn) .
Thus the difference equation (4. 1) can be written
(4. 2)

z(# + 1, £, m~) = £m+1b(x, 6, m} + £h<ix, z, £, m) ,

where i(^, £, 02) Is analytic in R~ xEf and ^(^c, ^3 £, M) is analytic
in R~ x Z x Er. Further, there exist constants L0m and LlOT such
that
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We shall show, by the method of fixed points that there
exists a unique analytic solution of equation (4. 2) satisfying

Let % be the family of vector- valued functions w(x, £) whose
components are analytic for oc^.R~, 8<=Em and satisfy the inequality
||<*,OII^Mj£| w+1 ,

(4.4)

where E'm: 0<\£\<p'm, |arg£]<a 0 , and Mm is an arbitrary but
fixed constant (not depending on w} satisfying Mm>LQm.
f$ is closed, compact, and convex with respect to the topology
of uniform convergence on each compact subset of the region
R- x E'm. For functions w e % define the mapping Tm by
(4. 5)

If MJ>;rr+1^:S', the mapping (4.5) is well defined. Since
the mapping is continuous, if we show that TTOQ£] c % there is
a fixed point which is the desired solution.
From the inequalities (4.3), for w<^$, we have

if

Pm

^

and T?£g:cg.
Thus there exists a solution of equation (4.1) or (4.2).
We shall now show that the solution is unique if p'm is chosen
sufficiently small. Suppose that there are two solutions of the
equation (4. 2), zl and zz which satisfy
m+l
c
c
II ^iV-^5
? (r /ON
< 1VJ
M-m\\£\
— J.,
I ^i.
?
y II =
\
5 */ —

Then
,6) - Zl (X + 1,£) =
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Since h(x, z, £) is analytic in R~xZxEm, if |z«H<872, then
\\Kx, z2> O-K#, zl9 OH ^ £aJ|z2-Zi|| •
Hence if Mm[pTO^+1 ^ 872 and p m L 2WJ ^/3<l, then
11^(^0-^1(^^)11^/311^(^-1,0-^1(^-1,011, and
sup ||z a (*,O-Zi(#,OII = 0.
R E
-* 'n
Hence, zz{x, O = £i(#> O in R~*E'm and the uniqueness is established.
The existence of a solution with the desired asymptotic
properties follows immediately.
5. Remarks
(1) It is clear from the proof of Theorem 1 that the more
general system

can be treated in a similar fashion if we assume only that
/00(*) = 0, 4,00 = 0,
which is, roughly speaking, equivalent to the conditions
/(*,0,0) = 0,

/,(*,0,0) = 0.

(2) If /O, j, £) is analytic for |£|</> 0 > then the solutions constructed in Theorems 1-2 are analytic in £ for |£|<PI and we
may obtain an estimate for p^ in the following manner.
Since /(#, y, £) is analytic for x<=R0, |b||<8 0 , |f|<p 0 in this
xs
case, for a suitable subregion RdR~c:RQ, p<p0, 5<S 0 , there exists
a constant M such that each component of /(#, j, £) is majorized
by 9>0>,O»

/i(*, y, O < ^( J5 O = M(l
Hence, the system of equations

has a formal solution ^(6) = 2 A£fc , where the components of
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the vector pk are all the same, say pk. Further, we have for the
formal solution p(x, £)= S AOO ^
00

and hence the formal solution p(x, £) will be uniformly and absolutely convergent for | £ l < y if the formal solution p(s) is convergent for |£|<Y.
The equation

y=
has a unique solution y (£) with y (0) = 0 valid for

Hence, in this case

(3) It is clear that the parameter £ may be a periodic function of x of period one, £(# + l) = £(j), without essential change
in the results of this note.
(4) The linear system of difference equations considered in
Section 3 contains as a special case the system

where ^ are integers, not all equal, and
CTl ^ 0-2 ^

'''

^0~n •

The assumptions made are reminiscent of those made in
singular perturbation non-turning point problems for differential
equations.
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